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INTRODUCTION
The International Property Show is an event held
annually in Dubai for the Real Estate and Property
Industry, it’s accredited and approved by the Dubai
Real Estate Regulatory Authority RERA to showcase
and market projects/ideas to visitors and possible
investors/buyers. The exhibition tends to bring
together Estate Brokers, Developers, and Private/
Institutional Investors from regions of the World
such as Europe, Asia Pacific and the Middle East.
For companies whom are involved directly or
servicing in the property/real estate sector.
On April 30th 2013, The International Property
Show is back with Its 9th edition held at the Dubai
International Convention & Exhibition Centre
having its first edition back in 2005, IPS has made
a drastic improvement with visitors, investors,
exhibitors etc. As of 2011, IPS has merged with
AIM Annual Investment Meeting to build a better
investment networking society and a bigger
clientele. IPS is back with a stronger investment
strategy and looking to improve as the year’s
progress.
Although IPS and AIM are collaborating together,
they are both structured to give investment
opportunities regarding prices and the updated
developments the regions of the World have to
offer. You’ll have the privilege to meet prospective
clients, networking with the policy makers and
Government oﬃcials , to share your projects to a
worldwide audience.
it’s a must attend event to explore new innovative
ideas and expand to a possible new region of the
World.

Brief Update: State of the Market

Middle East Market
Despite the turmoil that has swept across the
Middle East in the past year, infrastructure
projects worth billions of dollars have featured
high on the agenda of most countries in the
region.
According to the latest figures from research
firm Ventures Middle East, the total value of
infrastructure projects in the GCC stands at
$408.8bn. While many industry experts now
point to Saudi Arabia and Qatar as the two
GCC states offering the most opportunity in
infrastructure and construction at wide, the
UAE still holds the lion’s share of infrastructure
projects, accounting for $187.2bn. Abu Dhabi
alone has earmarked $15bn on expansion of
infrastructure projects between 2009 and 2012.
Malaysian Property Market
Although the expected peak in 2012 – 2013 may
have dire consequences, the phenomenal boom
that immediately precedes it gives investors an
excellent opportunity to profit from the trend
for at least the next 12 months.
Location is a key to identifying real estate
opportunities, but timing is equally important
but often overlooked.
The current 20-year boom in the medium- to
high-end residential properties since the early
1990s might peak in 2012 – 2013, after which
mass affordable housing could dominate the
real estate industry around 2015 to 2016.
Country’s current boom in higher-end
residential properties is probably in its longest
“bull run” ever, spanning almost two decades
since the early 1990s.

China Real Estate Market & other Asian
Pacific countries
The Chinese housing market was affected in
the middle of the 2008 economic crisis, but
the market had a rapid recover due to the
governments prompt response and strong
demand (saving, ratio and urbanization), the
market rapidly recovered its growth and resumed
in a path that lead with a boom in housing sales
during 2010. Moreover, with rapid urbanization
the China residential property market in terms of
Gross Floor Area (GFA) was anticipated to grow
at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of
around 13% during 2012-2015.
India Real Estate Market
Analysts tracking the prices and unsold flat
inventory levels said the fall would continue for a
longer period and prices would remain stagnant
for some time because the industry hiked prices
in a hurry to make quick profits soon after revival
of the sector.
For Mumbai, expect a further correction of up to
35%. There may be a case that you could see 25%
correction in the next two quarters by the year
2012.
Total recent residential sales about 65% of
flats in Delhi and 35% in Mumbai have gone to
speculators. These flats are also expected to roll
back into the market.
As the economy shows signs of decreasing GDP
growth rate, the Indian real estate industry faces
its own share of concerns. Real estate developers
are reeling under high debt and FDI inflows have
also slowed down. The recent increase in home
loan interest rates is expected to dampen the
sales even further. Amidst these macroeconomic
conditions, Indian real estate asset classes
across the prime cities of India have seen mixed
sentiments.
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The International Property Show is an all exclusive event,
open to all companies whom are enticed with investors,
estate brokers and other real estate involved industries. IPS
is a useful and unique experience where you share your ideas
internationally with potential clients, weather you want to
exhibit your company so you can promote yourself or attend
the event to get an insight to what you can be involved with
in future IPS events. Out of this event you can use all the
knowledge you have and gained to build a new foundation
for yourself and explore new business opportunities.

Who Exhibits?
•

Real Estate Developers from across Europe, Asia Pacific,
North & South-East Africa seeking to invest in the Middle
East

•

Property Development Companies

•

Developers involved in the development of Communities
and Master Development, High Rise Buildings,
Residential Towers, Office Towers, Hotel and Leisure
Facilities and Retail Outlets.

•

Financial Organizations, Banks, Investment Companies,
Pension Funds, REITs and Fund Management Companies

•

Economic Development Authorities and Regional
Development and Investment Zones

•

Real Estate Brokers

Keep in mind that this is the 9th Annual International
Property Show, and each year we invite new clients, new
visitors, new investors and old investors to gain what
they can out of IPS.

•

Architects and Interior Designing Companies

•

Engineering and Consultancy Companies

The B2B meetings that are organized at the event offer
new business opportunities to interact with international
developers, development companies, project directors
etc. It offers a platform for all investors’ information about
their strategic development through secure networking.

Why Should YOU Exhibit?

Why is it Beneficial to
Exhibit at the International
Property Show?
•

•

•

•

•
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Having an understanding what IPS brings to the world
of Real Estate Development and having the knowledge
to what you can bring to IPS, investing with us can
open doors to new opportunities and new business
development.

An up to date online system which enables you to select
B2B meetings that fit your specifications, experiences
and expectations, all meetings will be located onsite at
the event.
By setting up appointments you can grasp what you can
out of other successful investors and financiers as you
will scheduled a minimum of 10 one-to-one meetings.

•

Sell your products to wealthy investors/visitors who
are looking to relocate.

•

Network with some of the world’s successful Sovereign
Wealth Funds.

•

Connect with the world’s wealthiest liquid investors
from all regions; Europe, Africa, Asia & Middle East.

•

Promote your latest/upcoming projects to visitors
from all nationalities under one roof.

•

Experience massive media exposure.

•

Evaluate sales and other marketing companies

•

Enhance your identity!

Visitors Profile
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential Investment Agencies
Commercial Real Estate Investments
Industrial Real Estate Companies
Retail Real Estate Organizations
Mixed Use Real Estate Investments
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)
Investment Agencies etc.
Investors
Investment Agencies
Real Estate Agents & Brokers
Financial Institutions
Fund Management
Property Consultants
Property Developers
Marketing Specialists
Project Managers
Architects & Designers
Urban Planners
Engineering Consultants
Contractors

Sponsorships
Being a sponsor with the International Property
Show 2013 will give you a great deal of advertisement
throughout the exhibition. You will be exposed to a range
of different clients/visitors whom will be interested in you
type of business, and for you to showcase your company
with different marketing & branding techniques.
To get this unique opportunity as time is of the essence,
contact our main office +971 4 392 32 32 or email us
info@internationalpropertyshow.ae to speak to one
of business consultants to get the full synopsis of being
an official sponsor at the International Property Show
2013.

Over

100
Countries

More than

300
Exhibitors

More than

20000
Visitors

Over

15000 m

2

Exhibition Area
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THE ANNUAL
INVESTMENT MEETING
(AIM)
The Annual Investment Meeting has reached new heights as its
second edition witnessed record participation from countries
around the globe and its quality rich programme attracted high
profile attendance from the regional and international investment
and trade communities. AIM 2012 accomplished concrete and
tangible results as sizeable transactions were realized translating
into millions of dollars of new development projects and an array
of newly concluded MoUs and cooperation agreements.
AIM 2012 proved to be a productive and fruitful terrain
for new business ventures, strategic alliances and new
partnerships. Today, AIM is a well-established international event,
well placed to cater to the needs of fast growing developing
economies. While the world continues to grapple with one
of the most severe economic crisis, with high unemployment
rates, mounting sovereign debt and limited economic growth
in mature markets, Emerging Markets continue to grow and are
leading the FDI recovery. AIM proves to be the right formula
allowing the developing world to display their strengths and
promote greater interaction and exchanges. The United Arab
Emirates, a country with unprecedented and continuous growth,
is the host of choice and initiator of this important event.

As AIM is incorporated with IPS, this makes the event a
more social networking experience with clientele & high
officials from all regions of the world under one roof.
As Investors are looking for new possible regions to invest,
IPS@AIM brings that solution to wear investors can meet
with possible clients/partners from all over the globe.
With B2B meetings, panel discussions and an exhibition
hall to find that one area where you can find to invest is in
the Middle East.
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The Annual Investment Meeting offers a variety of features
aimed at accommodating strategic networking and providing
a worthwhile learning experience, which includes:
•

AIM Opening Ceremony

•

AIM Conference

•

AIM Exhibition

•

AIM Tripartite High-level Meeting

•

AIM Country Presentations

•

AIM G2G Meetings

•

AIM B2B Meetings

•

AIM Investment Awards

•

AIM Capacity Building Workshops

•

AIM Site Visits

Your Participation
Your presence at the International Property Show 2013 opens the door and you mind to new networking experience, to broaden
your business horizon and discover multiple markets from a diverse category.
The event will be extended to the public and trade visitors; thus having the floor with more than 15,000 investors looking to buy
or sell properties in the Middle East or overseas. This is an event to expand the property industry worldwide.
Prospective participants can join in as:
•

Exhibitors

•

Sponsors

•

B2B Meeting Participants

For information on participation options and cost, please get in touch with us at +971 4 392 3232 or send us an email through
info@internationalpropertyshow.ae. One of our Business Consultants will get in touch with you at the soonest possible time.

Timing and Access
•
•
•
•

Date:
Location:
Time:
Access:

30th April - 2nd May, 2013
Sheikh Rashid Hall, DICEC
9am to 6pm
All
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For more information on the Sponsorship Packages,
please contact the Organizers:

Tel.: +971 4 39 23232
Fax: +971 4 39 23332
Email: info@internationalpropertyshow.ae

Worldwide Offices
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

China, Hong Kong, Macau
France
Latin America
Egypt
USA
South East Asia, New Zealand
Russia and CIS countries
South Korea
India
Indonesia

